Solution Brief

EnGarde Email Security Gateway
Threat-Ready Business Email Protection. Non-Stop Support
“Email security
has become a
critical concern
for our customers.
EnGarde meets the
requirements AT&T
have set up for enterprise functionality
and security”
Jeff Rapp

AT&T Asia-Pacific
Solutions Architect

With its two decades of cyber security expertise, Guardian Digital - and its EnGarde
Email Security Gateway - is meeting the challenges of today’s sophisticated and
relentless email threat landscape. EnGarde is “end-to-end” security. A cloud-based,
multi-tiered system that anticipates threats and safeguards your business email.
Now that attackers have become so adept at infiltrating businesses, email security
needs to become more than just “spam protection”. Threats are constantly changing
and evolving. A successful email breach can cost your business money, time, productivity and most of all - your reputation.
EnGarde Email Security Gateway doesn’t just filter incoming emails. And it’s not a
“patch”. It’s a real-time solution that constantly learns and updates itself - providing
end-to-end control of your email infrastructure. It is protection that is customizable and
cost efficient, as well.

What EnGarde Does
EnGarde Email Security Gateway is an intelligent auto-learn system that scrutinizes millions of individual characteristics from each email, quickly utilizing resources of systems
around the world to identify threats in real time. Our two decades of email security
expertise enables us to immediately extract this information to create this one-of-a-kind,
cutting-edge protection. Protection that no other vendor can provide.

https://GuardianDigital.com
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Solution Brief

“We’ve seen more
and more of these
email attacks in the
weeks and months
prior to implementing the leading-edge
solution by Guardian
Digital. You can tell
users not to click on
links or open attachments from senders
they don’t know,
but we needed a
multi-tiered strategy.
Guardian Digital
delivered, and
followed up with
incredible support.”
Omar Orellana

Director of Technology,
Sansone Auto Mall

What We Provide

State-of-the-art email protection. Decades of email systems expertise. Engineers who
can immediately adapt and update your email to protect against the latest forms of
cyber threats. EnGarde is the most vigilant approach to email security available.
Support 24/7/365 that goes above and beyond simple “tech support”
Real-time, constant monitoring for threats to your email
Effective defense from spam, phishing, and other advanced threats
Zero-hour outbreak control that protects against new, unknown threats
Advanced graphs & reports that provides increased visibility & accountability
A scalable cloud-based system that simplifies deployment
Policy-based encryption that seamlessly protects confidential communications
A unique, collaborative input program- the only email security program of its kind

This innovative, multi-tiered email defense system gives administrators all the tools necessary to filter out unsolicited or inappropriate emails, thwart email-borne viruses, and
enforce corporate email policy regulations.

Our EnGarde Email Security Gateway
Features Summary

The Guardian Digital EnGarde Email Security Gateway uses sophisticated, multi-layered
detection engines and machine learning to protect email data, stopping threats before
they reach your network.

https://GuardianDigital.com

Multi-layered threat
protection

Robust auditing and
reporting

Flexible policy
management

Adaptive-learning
heuristic system, which
continues to improve
over time

A scalable solution,
adjustable from the
smallest to the largest
organizations

Multiple leading
antivirus engines

Dynamic reputation
system classifies email
based on origin

Secure endpoint
encryption using strong
cryptography

Real-time URL filter

Next-generation
statistical analysis

Simplified, consistent
administration
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IP reputation services

URL analysis

